The Mixmaster solution to Einstein field equations was examined by C. Misner in an effort to better understand the dynamics of the early universe. We highlight the importance of the quantum version of this model for early universe. This quantum version and its semi-classical portraits are yielded through affine and standard coherent state quantizations and more generally affine and Weyl-Heisenberg covariant integral quantizations. The adiabatic and vibronic approximations widely used in molecular physics can be employed to qualitatively study the dynamics of the model on both quantum and semi-classical levels. Moreover, the semi-classical approach with the exact anisotropy potential can be effective in numerical integration of some solutions. Some promising physical features such as the singularity resolution, smooth bouncing, the excitation of anisotropic oscillations and a substantial amount of post-bounce inflation as the backreaction to the latter are pointed out. Finally, a realistic cosmological scenario based on the quantum mixmaster model, which includes the formation and evolution of local structures is outlined.
Introduction
In the present contribution we aim to give an overview of our recent results on the quantum mixmaster universe while emphasising its potential relevance for modelling the primordial universe. We discuss the quantum mixmaster in the context of other existing or being developed theories of the primordial universe.
1.1. Motivation. Observational data indicates that the observable Universe has emerged from its primordial phase in a very peculiar state: as a patch of flat, isotropic and homogeneous space furnished with tiny adiabatic density perturbations with amplitude that is nearly scale-invariant [1] . Although it is not yet experimentally confirmed, the Universe is believed to be also filled with gravitational waves that must have originated about the same time and since then must have propagated across space almost freely. The primordial gravitational waves (PGWs) are expected to extend across a wide range of wavelengths and therefore to provide an excellent probe of the primordial universe [2] . Although, presently only upper bounds on the amplitude of PGWs are known, they may be detected soon as promising experiments are being developed [3, 4, 5] .
Presently, the most developed theory of the primordial universe is the theory of cosmic inflation. It explains the origin of the primordial structure with a simple mechanism of the amplification of quantum vacuum fluctuations that seem to naturally inhabit the primordial space at sufficiently small scales. Despite its widely acknowledged success, inflation has two inherent drawbacks: it postulates the existence of an unknown field, the inflaton, in a finetuned potential, which dominates the primordial universe and the inflationary spacetime is geodesic past-incomplete. The latter makes the model sensitive to the unspecifiable initial condition. Furthermore, in the aftermath of the Planck mission, the inflationary paradigm seems to have lost some of its original appeal [6] as the well-known problems of inflation such as the initial condition problem, the fine-tuning of the potential and the multiverse problem (or the "unpredictability" problem) are now intensified. Needless to say, invoking the anthropic principle is necessary for this theory to work.
Alternative theories to inflation often connect models of singularity resolution with the origin of structure in the Universe [7, 8] . They show that contraction preceding a quantum bounce can generate the initial density perturbations via an amplification mechanism analogous to the one which operates during inflation. Moreover, alternative theories generically predict the power spectrum of PGWs that is completely different from the inflationary one, which makes their case very attractive for experimenters. However, alternative models have difficulty in matching the exact CMB data as their predicted density perturbation spectrum tends to be blue-tilted, contrary to the best fit from the Planck data which is sightly red-tilted. To remedy this problem they often introduce ad hoc ingredients such as exotic fluids to drive the contraction that had preceded the bounce in a presupposed way. However, to our minds, the real problem with alternative theories is that they are based on the perturbed Robertson-Walker metric that is too simplistic to reasonably describe the bouncing dynamics and needs to be replaced with a more generic one.
1.2. Our approach. However speculative, inflation is still the leading theory of the origin of primordial structures after almost four decades from its inception despite the fact that a few alternative theories have been proposed to challenge the inflationary paradigm. Thanks to the ever increasing quality of the observational data, all new theories of the origin of primordial structure have to pass increasingly stringent tests. New theoretical proposals should be at least in some respects essentially different from the available ones. We believe that the following assumptions are very natural part of any viable model of primordial universe. First, the Universe was dominated by quantum gravity effects in its primordial phase, which led the Universe to avoid the initial singularity through a bounce. Second, this very important cosmological event was at the heart of a physical mechanism that has generated the primordial structures and started the present cosmological expansion. Third, any restrictive a priori assumption on the primordial matter or the primordial symmetries should be avoided as much as possible.
As we demonstrate in the present work, employing the generic spatially homogeneous model, the Bianchi Type IX (or simply, mixmaster), [9] can be a milestone towards modeling the primordial universe. Making use of mixmaster we find that reducing space-time symmetries (relatively to FRW models) is actually necessary for a description of the primordial universe as the symmetries break down on the approach to the classical singularity or at the quantum bounce. The key feature of the quantum mixmaster dynamics is a complex and multi-stage quantum bounce.
We believe that the quantum mixmaster universe should be used to model the evolution of the cosmological background in which local structures are formed and evolve. The dynamics of the quantum mixmaster consists of anisotropic oscillations, a complex and sudden bounce, an extended phase of accelerated post-bounce expansion, the coupling between different modes of perturbations which enables energy transfers between them and perhaps other nontrivial features. Hence, the quantum mixmaster may give rise to a completely novel and effective mechanism for generating primordial perturbations without postulating extra degrees of freedom with fine-tuned dynamics.
1.3. Former results on mixmaster. Let us briefly recall some basic facts about the Bianchi Type IX model of general relativity. This model was first investigated by Bogoyavlensky (see [16] and references therein). Later on, it was found by Belinskii, Khalatnikov and Lifshitz (BKL) that when an inhomogeneous universe approaches the singularity, timelike derivatives start to dominate the space-like and the universe enters an ultra-local phase of dynamics in which each spatial point evolves in accordance with the homogenous models' dynamics. Therefore, the dynamics of the mixmaster universe is considered as a prototype of this near-singularity generic behavior [17, 10] . Moreover, as a feasible fully non-perturbative approach to quantum gravity is not available, the mixmaster dynamics is perhaps the most complex cosmologically relevant model that can be tackled non-perturbatively.
The Hamiltonian formalism of the mixmaster dynamics was derived by Misner [9] . His canonical formalism describes the universe in terms of a particle moving in the 3-dimensional Minkowski spacetime in a time-dependent potential. Misner has proposed a quantization of the system, however, it turned out that his quantum theory did not resolve the singularity. Since then no substantial progress has taken place on the quantum level.
The classical mixmaster universe is known for its rich dynamics on approach to the singularity. As it contracts it undergoes anisotropic deformations of space, which in the vicinity of the singularity develop into chaotic oscillations. They can be viewed as two coupled polarization modes of a long nonlinear gravitational wave which is coupled to, and oscillates in, the isotropic universe. The energy of the wave grows rapidly and eventually takes over the dynamics. It has been recently proven that a reasonable quantization procedure replaces the classical mixmaster singularity with a nontrivial quantum bounce [11, 12, 14, 13] . It was shown that due to interplay between isotropic and anisotropic degrees of freedom the quantum bounce almost always involves complex dynamics. In particular, the anisotropic oscillations are generally produced at the quantum bounce in sufficiently large quantities to cause an extended phase of accelerated expansion to occur immediately after the bounce. In this light, the quantum mixmaster model appears to be a rich and promising model of the primordial universe, whereas quantum models of the Friedmann universe with a simple, symmetric bounce seem too simplistic. Actually, it was found that the Friedmann bounces correspond to very peculiar, adiabatic solutions in which the nonlinear wave is not excited at all and therefore has little influence on the dynamics of the universe.
The theory of perturbations around the classical mixmaster universe was studied by Hu, Regge, Parker, Fulling and Slagter [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, Slagter(1983) , Slagter(1984) ]. Hu, Fulling and Parker investigated the quantum dynamics of the perturbations on the classical mixmaster in [22] , where among other things they discussed the new phenomenon of modemixing between different spherical modes in the anisotropic universe, which is described by the so-called general Bogoliubov transformation. Hu has numerically solved the equations of motion for several modes of the scalar perturbation [19, 20] . Slagter has investigated the evolution of high-frequency gravitational waves [Slagter(1983) , Slagter(1984) ]. Although those results can give useful insights into the mixmaster perturbation theory, they cannot be straightforwardly applied within the framework of our approach. Firstly, they only partially develop the mixmaster perturbation theory and secondly, our method of quantization rests on the Hamiltonian formalism, which has not been really developed hitherto.
1.4. Outline of the article. The present article is mainly devoted to review our recent results on the quantum mixmaster. We focus on the questions of quantization of the classical model and of the subsequent semi-classical aspects, and on our treatment of the corresponding quantum and semi-classical dynamics through various approximations, some of them being similar to those in use in other domains, especially in quantum molecular physics.
Section 2 provides the most essential definitions of the Bianchi Type IX model in its Hamiltonian formulation. In Section 3 we give a general overview of the covariant integral quantization when the groups underlying the covariance are the affine group and the Weyl-Heisenberg group, the former standing for the symmetry of the open half-plane whilst the latter for the plane. These two symmetries are present in the mixmaster model. The first one concerns the scale factor, or volume, together with its conjugate momentum, forming the half-plane phase space " R`ˆR for the isotropic part of the geometry. The second one acts on the phase space " R 2ˆR2 of the anisotropic part of the geometry. In sections 3, 4 we present a second facet of covariant integral quantization, namely the subsequent semi-classical analysis à la Klauder [23] stemming naturally from its formalism, especially when the quantization is provided by overcomplete families of coherent states (CS). They are affine CS, or wavelets, for the isotropy phase space or tensor products of the standard CS (i.e. Schrödinger-Glauber) for the anisotropy phase space. This semi-classical analysis or quantum phase-space portrait is implemented in the study of the quantum mixmaster dynamics within various approximations in Section 4. Some numerical solutions are given in Section 5 and their physical features are discussed. We conclude this review by discussing possible future developments in Section 6.
2. The classical model 2.1. General features of the Mixmaster model. In this section we briefly recall the Hamiltonian formulation of the Bianchi Type IX model (see e.g. [24] ). We start from the line element on M » S 3ˆR :
where the spatial one-forms ω i 's satisfy the Maurer‚ÄìCartan equation, dω i " 1 2 nε jk i ω j^ωk . The lapse N pτ q and the scale factors a i pτ q are functions of time only. The respective Hamiltonian constraint in the Misner variables reads:
where β :" pβ`, β´q and p :" pp`, p´q are canonically conjugate variables, V 0 " 16π 2 n 3 is the fiducial volume, κ " 8πGc´4 is the gravitational constant, N is a non-vanishing and otherwise arbitrary function, and n is a free constant. From now on we set c " 1, n " 1 and 2κ " V 0 . It is worthwhile noticing that the gravitational Hamiltonian C resembles the Hamiltonian of a particle in the 3D Minkowski spacetime and moving in a time-dependent potential. The "Minkowskian coordinates" used in Eq. (2.2) have the cosmological interpretation given by the relations:
Thus, the variable Ω describes the isotropic geometry, whereas β˘describe distortions to the isotropic geometry and are referred to as the anisotropic variables. The potential that drives the motion of the particle represents the spatial curvature 3 R.
Following our previous papers we canonically transform the isotropic variables,
4)
and we choose N "´24. The Hamiltonian constraint (2.2) is a sum of the isotropic and anisotropic parts,
Notice that q ą 0 and thus, the range of the isotropic canonical variables is the half-plane.
2.2.
Approaches to the anisotropy potential.
2.2.1.
Well-known approximations. The anisotropy potential V pβq of Eq. (2.7) is generally regarded as too sophisticated to be used in its exact form for solving the dynamics. The best known approximations to the anisotropy potential are the harmonic and steep-wall approximation, V h pβq and V pβq:
While providing explicitly integrable models, the above approximations have a limited range of validity, that is, the lowest and highest excited energetic states, respectively. However, for our purposes we need to be able to model the dynamics of intermediate excitations.
2.2.2.
Perturbed Toda system. In [29] we presented a new approach to the anisotropic Hamiltonian (2.6) for a fixed value of the isotropic variable q, specifically we studied
We developed a new approximation to the anisotropic Hamiltonian with the integrable 3-particle Toda system. It smoothly approximates the three exponential walls of V pβq while removing the three canyons that seem responsible for the classical chaotic behavior. Furthermore, we showed that our quantization procedure may quite naturally smooth out the potential in such a way as to bring to the fore the underlying Toda system and suppress the non-integrable canyons.
We decompose the anisotropy potential as follows
The introduction of new variables q 1 , q 2 , q 3 such that q 1´q2 " 4 ? 3β´`4β`and q 2´q3 " 4 ?
3β´`4β`leads to
(2.12)
Lifting the above coordinate transformation to the phase space (see appendix A for details) and complementing it with a rescaling of variables, q i Ñ λq i , p i Ñ λ´1p i and t Ñ 3e´λt such that 3e´λ " λ 2 , brings the Hamiltonian (2.10) to the following form (up to an irrelevant constant):
The above Hamiltonian describes the periodic 3-particle Toda system [25] plus another 3-particle Toda potential 3e´1 2 λ V p . The periodic Toda system is a system of N equal-mass particles interacting via exponential forces, described by the Hamiltonian:
with periodicity condition q 0 " q N and q 1 " q N`1 . The periodic 3-particle Toda system is the simplest nontrivial crystal consisting of three particles, see Fig. 6 . It is known that the Toda systems are integrable [26, 27, 28] and solutions can be derived. This system has three independent conserved quantities: the total momentum P " p 1`p2`p3 , the total energy H and an additional third invariant:
In [29] we developed this approximation at the quantum level and the obtained results are summarized in section 4.3.
Quantization and semi-classical formula: general features
In this section we describe our approach to quantization of the mixmaster universe based the methods of integral covariant quantizations which generalize and extend the range of applicability of the well-known 'canonical quantization'.
What is quantization?
When quantizing a classical model one needs to remember that quantization is necessarily an ambiguous procedure constrained by few requirements. The ultimate validation has to be always provided by experiment. On the other hand, the latter is never sufficient to fix a unique quantization. Therefore, the concept of the unique or, ideal, quantization does not exist. The usual requirements are implied by the postulates of quantum mechanics and include linearity, the existence of a classical limit, etc. In the domain of singular gravitational systems, one often adds another requirement, namely that classically singular motions should be replaced with unitary and nonsingular ones. This, however, does not encompass the whole of what could be assumed about quantization. The important guiding principle states that quantization should respect the kinematical symmetry of the quantized model. The name given to such quantizations is covariant integral quantization and it includes coherent state quantization as a special case. As explained below, when applied to the mixmaster model it naturally yields a repulsive potential in the Hamiltonian which prevents the isotropic geometry from reaching the singularity and naturally emphasizes the underlying role of the Toda system for the anisotropic oscillations.
Integral quantization.
Integral quantization [30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36] is a generic name of approaches to quantization based on operator-valued measures. It includes the so-called Berezin-Klauder-Toeplitz quantization, and more specifically coherent state quantization [31, 37] . The integral quantization framework includes as well quantizations based on Lie groups. In the sequel we will refer to this case as covariant integral quantization. The most famous example is the covariant integral quantization based on the Weyl-Heisenberg group (WH), like the most familiar Weyl-Wigner [38, 39, 40, 41, 42] and (standard) coherent states quantizations [37] . It is well established that the WH group underlies the canonical commutation rule, a paradigm of quantum physics. Actually, there is a world of quantizations that satisfy this rule [30, 34, 35, 36] . These approaches include a more unusual quantization of the half-plane based on the affine group [30, 32, 36] . The latter is essential for our approach to quantum cosmology [43, 44, 11, 13] described below. A pedagogical presentation of the procedure is found in [45] . See also [46] for an interesting application to the quantum Brans-Dicke model. Let us notice that the affine group and related coherent states were also used for quantization of the half-plane in the previous works by Klauder, although by a different method (see [47, 48, 49] with references therein).
The minimal requirements for a quantization are defined as follows. Given a set X and a vector space CpXq of complex-valued functions f pxq on X, a quantization is a linear map Q : f P CpXq Þ Ñ Qpf q " A f P ApHq from CpXq to a vector space ApHq of linear operators on some Hilbert space H. Furthermore this map must fulfill the following conditions:
Physics puts into the game further requirements, depending on various mathematical structures allocated to X and CpXq, such as a measure, a topology, a manifold, a closure etc., together with an interpretation in terms of measurements. Let us assume in the sequel that X " G is a Lie group with left Haar measure dµpgq, and let g Þ Ñ U g be a unitary irreducible representation (UIR) of G in a Hilbert space H. Let M be a bounded self-adjoint operator on H and let us define g-translations of M as
is defined in a weak sense. From the left invariance of dµpgq the operator R commutes with all operators U pgq, g P G, and so, from Schur's Lemma, we have the "resolution" of the unity up to a constant,
The constant c M can be found from the formula
where ρ 0 is a given unit trace positive operator. ρ 0 is chosen, if manageable, in order to make the integral convergent. Of course, it is possible that no such finite constant exists for a given M, or worse, it can not exist for any M (which is not the case for square integrable representations). Now, if c M is finite and positive, the true resolution of the identity follows:
For instance, in the case of a square-integrable unitary irreducible representation U : g Þ Ñ U g , let us pick a unit vector |ψy for which c M " ş G dµpgq|xψ|U g ψy| 2 ă 8, i.e |ψy is an admissible unit vector for U . With M " |ψyxψ| the resolution of the identity (3.5) provided by the family of states |ψ g y " U g |ψy reads
Vectors |ψ g y are named (generalized) coherent states (or wavelet) for the group G. The equation (3.5) provides an integral quantization of complex-valued functions on the group G as follows
Furthermore, this quantization is covariant in the sense that:
3.3. Integral quantization and semi-classical formula: phase-space portraits. Integral quantization allows to develop a natural semi-classical framework. If ρ andρ are two positive unit trace operators and furthermore if the operator M of section 3.2 above verifies M " ρ, we obtain the exact classical-like expectation value formula
trpρM pgqq ě 0 is a classical probability distribution on the group. Furthermore we obtain a generalization of the Berezin or heat kernel transform on G: [50] . Furthermore, the function or lower symbol q f may be viewed as a semi-classical portrait of the operator A f . In the case of coherent states |ψ g y (i.e. M " ρ " |ψyxψ|), Eq.(3.9) reads
where wpgq " xψ g |ρ|ψ g y ě 0 acts as a classical probability distribution on the group (up to the coefficient c M ). Similarly assumingρ " |ψyxψ|, the lower symbol q f pgq involved in (3.10) reads
point will be developed at length for the case of the affine group.
Affine covariant integral quantization.
3.4.1. General settings. The half-plane is defined as Π`" tpq, pq | q ą 0, p P Ru. Equipped with the multiplication law
Π`is viewed as the affine group Aff`pRq of the real line, i.e., the group of transformations
The group possesses two nonequivalent square integrable UIRs. Equivalent realizations of one of them, say, U , are carried on Hilbert spaces L 2 pR`, dx{x α q. Nonetheless these multiple possibilities do not introduce noticeable differences. Therefore we choose in the sequel α " 0, and denote H " L 2 pR`, dxq. The UIR of Aff`pRq expressed in terms of the physical phase-space variables (q,p), acts on H as
Given a unit vector ψ P H, we define the Affine Coherent States (ACS) as follows
where ψ is called the fiducial vector. Given such a ψ, let us define the following integrals
Using the framework of covariant integral quantization presented above, we first notice that the following resolution of the identity holds
Therefore the covariant integral quantization based on coherent states (ACS quantization) follows:
Note that the idea of using in quantum gravity an affine quantization instead of the Weyl-Heisenberg one was already present in Klauder's work [47] devoted to the question of singularities in quantum gravity (see [48] for recent references).
3.4.2.
Properties of ACS quantization. In the sequel let us assume without loss that the fiducial function ψ is a real function of rapid decrease on R`. This ensures the convergence of the different integrals c α defined in (3. 16 ). Note that the normalization of ψ corresponds to c´2 " 1.
The first interesting issue of the map (3.18) is that the quantization yields canonical commutation rule, up to a scaling factor, for A q and A p :
By a unitary rescaling of the fiducial vector ψpxq Þ Ñ λ´1 {2 ψpx{λq with λ " c 0 {c´1 we can impose c 0 " c´1 and then recover the usual canonical rule. To simplify expressions we assume this condition to be fulfilled in the sequel. However, while A q " Q is (essentially) self-adjoint, we know from [51] that A p " P is symmetric but has no self-adjoint extension. The quantization of any power of q is canonical, up to a scaling factor:
Note that our assumption on the rapid decrease of ψ ensures the finiteness of the coefficients c β´1 , whatever β. The quantization of the product qp yields
where D is the dilation generator. As one of the two generators (with Q) of the UIR U of the affine group, it is essentially self-adjoint. The last and the main result is a regularization of the quantum "kinetic energy":
Therefore this quantization procedure yields a non-canonical additional term. This term is a centrifugal potential whose strength depends on the fiducial vector only. In other words, this affine quantization forbids a quantum free particle moving on the positive line to reach the origin. Now, it is known [51, 52] that the operator P 2 "´d 2 {dx 2 alone in L 2 pR`, dxq is not essentially self-adjoint whereas the regularized operator (3.22) is for k ψ ě 3{4. It follows that for k ψ ě 3{4 the quantum dynamics is unitary during the entire evolution, in particular in the passage from the motion towards Q " 0 to the motion away from Q " 0.
3.4.3. Affine semi-classical portrait. The semi-classical framework sketched above applies naturally for the half-plane viewed as the affine group. The quantum states and their dynamics have phase space representations through wavelet symbols. To apply the map (3.12) yielding lower symbols from classical f we introduce two different real fiducial functions ψ andψ. ψ is used for quantization andψ for semi-classical formula. 1 The map (3.12) leads in the present case:
where c coefficients (defined in (3.16)) stand for ψ andc coefficients forψ. We notice that" c 0c´3 pc´1q´1q "c´3 q. Therefore we must imposec´3 " 1 if we want to obtain for physical consistency" q. This constraint is obtained by a simple rescaling of the fiducial vectorψ. If we assume this condition to be fulfilled, other important symbols are
3.5. Weyl-Heisenberg integral quantization.
3.5.1. General settings. The plane is defined as Π " tpq, pq | q, p P Ru " R 2 . Equipped with the law of addition, Π is viewed as the abelian translation group R 2 . This leads naturally to the unique (up to equivalence) unitary irreducible projective representation pq, pq Þ Ñ U pq, pq of the Weyl-Heisenberg group on H " L 2 pR, dxq:
where the real valued ξ encodes the non commutativity of the representation which is the central feature of the quantization. It has to fulfill cocycle conditions which correspond with group structure of R 2 . Therefore it follows that the only possibility is that U pq, pq " e ippq´qpq is the unitary displacement operator where rq,ps " iI H and ξ ppq, pq, pq 1 , p 1is the symplectic form:
(3. 30) ξ`pq, pq, pq 1 , p 1 q˘" k pqp 1´q1 pq .
Here k is a parameter that quantum physics fixes to 1{ , and for convenience it is put equal to 1 in these considerations. Moreover, from the translational invariance the invariant measure is dq dp. The operator M pq, pq " M g of (3.1) reads
The choice of M is admissible provided that the parameter c M introduced in section 3.2 is finite, and if M is trace class. The family of operators M pq, pq solves the identity in H according to:
This leads to the Weyl-Heisenberg integral quantization which transforms a function (more generally a distribution) f pq, pq into an operator A f acting on H through the linear map
Translational covariance should hold in the sense that the quantization of the translation of f is unitarily equivalent to the quantization of f as follows:
Let us finish this section by exhibiting another form of the Weyl-Heisenberg quantization (3.33) thanks to the "WH-transform" of the operator M and its inverse. We have U pq, pq Πpq, pq dq dp 2π .
The inverse WH-transform exists due to remarkable properties of the displacement operator U pq, pq [35] . Therefore we have at our disposal an alternative formulation of Weyl-Heisenberg integral quantization based on the so-called symplectic Fourier transform:
Because F s is involutive, an equivalent form of the WH integral quantization of (3.33) reads:
dq dp 2π ,
where F s rf spq, pq :" F s rf sp´q,´pq. The value of the constant c M here is derived as c M " 2π Tr pM q " 2πΠp0, 0q. From now on and with no loss of generality, we impose Πp0, 0q " 1. Furthermore, the semi-classical portrait or lower symbol of A f is given by the integral
, r Πpq, pq :" Πp´q,´pq .
3.5.2.
Properties of the Weyl-Heisenberg integral quantization. There are several features independent of the choice of the quantization operator M . First, the canonical commutation rule is preserved
For the kinetic energy we have the following formula (3.40) A p 2 "p 2`e 1p`e0 I H , e 0 , e 1 P R . The constants c 0 , d 0 , e 0 , e 1 appearing in the above may vanish with a suitable choice of M . The quantization of the dilation operator yields:
This operator can be brought to the self-adjoint dilation operator pqp`pqq{2 again with a suitable choice of M . The quantization of more complicated functions of q or p involves functions of convolution [34, 35] .
3.5.3. Weyl-Heisenberg semi-classical portrait. By choosing the separable gaussian weight function Π,
(3.42) Πpq, pq " e´q 2 2σ 2 e´p 2 2τ 2 , we obtain for the lower symbol (3.38) of the quantum operator A f the integral,
In particular, we obtain the following relevant lower symbols for Bianchi IX model:
Quantization of the mixmaster Hamiltonian
In this section we apply the quantization methods described previously to the mixmaster universe in its canonical formulation. 4.1. General settings. The classical Hamiltonian constraint C of (2.2) with its isotropic and anisotropic parts, C pisoq and C panisof (2.5) and (2.6) read
The proposed quantization is a compound procedure that fully complies with the symmetries of the phase space: an affine integral quantization for isotropic variables pq, pq which is consistent with the dilation-translation symmetry of the half-plane (affine group), and a Weyl-Wigner quantization for anisotropic variables pβ˘, p˘q consistent with the translation symmetry of the plane (Weyl-Heisenberg group).
4.2.
ACS ' Canonical quantization.
4.2.1.
The quantum framework. In our previous papers [11, 12, 13] we used the ACS quantization framework presented above for the isotropic pair pq, pq, and a canonical quantization for the anisotropic pairs pβ˘, p˘q. We obtain the quantized versionĤ " A C of the classical Hamiltonian C acting on the Hilbert space H " H pisoq b H panisq , where H pisoq " L 2 pR`, dxq and H panisq " L 2 pR 2 , dβ`dβ´q:
q 2`3 6k 3 q 2{3 V pβ`,β´q , wherep˘"´iB β˘, and the positive coefficients k 1 , k 2 , k 3 result from our ACS quantization, being only dependent on the ACS fiducial vector (see appendix B). This precisely represents the main interest of our ACS quantization pointed out in the section 3.4, namely the appearance of a repulsive potential k 1 Q´2 which yields, in the Bianchi IX framework, the resolution of the singularity. Furthermore, the study of the Hamiltonian p C panisq pqq shows that despite three open canyons, the potential V pβ`, β´q originates a purely discrete spectrum [53] . Therefore p C panisq pqq possesses the discrete spectral resolution We prove in [53] that the eigenenergies E n pqq verify lim qÑ0 q 2 E n pqq " 0 . This property is crucial for proving the resolution of the classical singularity within the framework of adiabatic approximations to the quantum behavior of the system. Finally we introduce a unitary transformation U pq, q 1 q and a new self-adjoint operatorÂpqq acting on the Hilbert space H panisq . They will be useful for studying the quantum behavior in Section 5:
(4.6) U pq, q 1 q " ÿ n |e panisq n pqqyxe panisq n pq 1 q| .
We notice that U pq, q 1 q : " U pq 1 ,and U pq," I H pintq . We also define the self-adjoint operatorÂpqq as In Section 5.2 we analyze the quantum dynamical properties obtained in [11, 12, 13] for this system.
ACS '
Weyl-Heisenberg integral quantization. In this approach the quantization of the isotropic part is unchanged from the previous case, but we focus on the anisotropic part, replacing the canonical quantization with a Weyl-Heisenberg integral quantization.
4.3.1. The framework. In [29] we applied the integral quantization method described in section 3.5 to the anisotropy potential (2.7). The selected function Π was of the separable Gaussian type (3.42) (4.8)
Πpβ`, p`; β´, p´q " e´β 
Since the Bianchi IX potential is written as a sum of products of exponentials, the application of (4.9) to the exponential case upqq " e aq yields:
(4.10) e aq Þ Ñ A e aq " e a 2 2τ 2 e aq . Applied separately to each of the configuration variables β˘, this map yields the multiplication operator
where we omit hats inβ˘for the sake of simplicity and D " e 2 σ 2 . The classical anisotropy potential V pβ`, β´q is recovered for D " 1 (or, σ Ñ 8). The new potential is shown in Fig. 1 . One may verify that it is invariant with respect to the rotations by 2π{3 and 4π{3, and thus, the C 3v symmetry of the initial Bianchi IX potential is preserved in the full plane. 4.3.2. Underlying Toda system. The quantized potential (4.11), in full analogy to the classical potential in Eq. (2.11), may be written as a difference between two Toda potentials (recall that V p is negative):
where the coefficients D 16 and D 4 strengthen the dynamical role of V T as D ą 1. We show in [29] that the ratioˇˇV p V Tˇi s such thatˇˇV p V Tˇď 2. Therefore for D " 1, the exact quantum potential may be viewed as a perturbed Toda potential D 16 V T . This brings new possibilities to the study of the Mixmaster by means of the periodic 3-body Toda system that has been analyzed both on the classical and quantum levels. In the literature, one may find ways to construct classical solutions [27, 54] as well as the corresponding eigenfunctions and eigenvalues [56, 55] . Thus, we have provided integrable and analytically solvable approximation to the anisotropic potential of the Bianchi IX model not only in the IR and UV limits, as the usual harmonic and steep-wall approximations do, but also in the vast, unexplored in-between region, on both classical and quantum levels.
Quantum dynamical studies
The previous section 4 dealt with the question of quantization of the mixmaster universe. In the present section we describe tools for the analysis of its quantum motion developed in the quantum framework of section 4.2. They enable us to get insight into the rich physics of the quantum mixmaster bounce.
The quantum dynamics of mixmaster was analysed in the works [11, 12, 14, 13] , where it was shown how to remove the classical singularity by quantization and how to use approximation methods to solve the quantum dynamics. We first employed coherent states to establish a semi-classical description of the quantum dynamics of the isotropic degrees of freedom and then we used adiabatic approximations to derive solutions to the quantum equations of motion. The found solutions correspond to the quantum Friedmann-like universes in which the dynamics of isotropic variables is fuelled by the energy of a fixed eigenstate of the anisotropic Hamiltonian. However, these solutions are very special. We subsequently developed a nonadiabatic approximation and used it to derive more accurate equations of motion to which we found more solutions. It turned out that the quantum bounce generically involves complex interplay between isotropic and anisotropic variables, which leads to a very rich dynamics of the quantum universe. The mixmaster bounce is typically very asymmetric in time. Notably, the bounce is immediately followed by an extended phase of accelerated expansion that can last for an arbitrarily long time. We found that the more matter and the more anisotropy there is in the universe, the smaller the volume which the universe reaches at the bounce, the more sudden or stiff the bounce is and the longer the post-bounce inflationary phase lasts. We have showed that plenty of post-bounce accelerated expansion should occur in a realistic cosmological scenario. In what follows we explain in some detail how those results were derived. 5.1. Semi-classical Lagrangian and dynamical equations. Inspired by Klauder's work about enhanced quantization [23] , we developed a compound semi-classical Lagrangian approach of the exact quantum Hamilonian of section 4.2: semi-classical for the isotropic variable and purely quantum for the anisotropy variables. We also expanded the anisotropy potential about its minimum in order to deal with its harmonic approximation suitable for both analytical and numerical treatments. Moreover, following standard approaches in quantum molecular physics, we studied successively adiabatic (Born-Oppenheimer-like) [12, 11] and nonadiabatic (vibronic-like) [13] approximations of the quantum dynamical equations.
We recall below our procedure detailed in [11, 13] . It is based on a consistent framework allowing us to approximate the quantum Hamiltonian and its associated dynamics (in the constraint surface) by making use of the semi-classical Lagrangian approach. This is made possible thanks to our ACS formalism. The quantum constraint (4.4) has the general form
and the q-dependent Hamiltonian p C panisq pqq is formally the one of (4.5) that acts on the Hilbert space of anisotropy states. The Schrödinger equation (here " 1) via the minimization of the respective action with respect to |Φptqy. The quantum counterpart of the classical constraint C " 0 can be obtained as follows:
The commonly used Dirac method of imposing constraints, p C|Φptqy " 0 implies (5.4) but the reciprocal does not hold in general. This means that a state |Φptqy satisfying (5.4) does not necessarily lie in the kernel of the operator p C. We assume that |Φptqy reads (5.5) |Φptqy " U pQ, q 0 q´|ψ qptq,pptq y b |φ panisq ptqy| φ panisq ptqy " ř n c n ptq|e panisq n pq 0 qy ,
where the different elements are defined as follows: (a) |ψ qptq,pptq y P H pisoq is a pq, pq-time-dependent ACS, the fiducial vectorψ being constrained byc´3 " 1 as in the section 3.4.3, (b) U pQ, q 0 q is the unitary operator resulting from the substitution q Þ Ñ Q in the operator defined in (4.6), (c) q 0 is an arbitrary fixed value of q. The role of the unitary operator U pQ, q 0 q is to introduce a natural entanglement (quantum coupling) between the isotropic state and anisotropic one in such a way that asymptotically they decouple for large values of the scale factor. Therefore the coupling of states occurs essentially during the bounce. As we will see below U pQ, q 0 q, or more precisely its derivativê Apqq of Eq. (5.7), is responsible of nonadiabatic effects (excitations or decay of anisotropy states). By replacing |Φptqy in (5.3) with the expression above (5.5), we obtain the following semiclassical Lagrangian L semi pq, 9 q, p, 9 p, φ panisq , B t φ panisq , N q (see [13] for more details):
L semi pq, 9 q, p, 9 p, φ panisq , B t φ panisq , N q "´q 9 p`xφ panisq ptq|i B Bt |φ panisq ptqý
To avoid introducing new unessential constants, we neglect in the sequel the dressing effects of semi-classical formula (functions of Q) given in 3.4.3. In this case the real function C 
whereÂpqq is the self-adjoint operator defined in (4.7). From (5.6) and (5.6) we deduce the complete set of dynamical equations including the action of the isotropic variable on the anisotropic ones and the backaction of the anisotropic variables on the isotropic one:
(5.7) The classical constraint C " 0 is given in this framework by the semi-classical formula
The Hubble rate H from (5.7) reads (5.9) H " 2 3N
Therefore we obtain from (5.8) the modified Friedman equation (5.10)
where H, q and |φ panisq y are implicitly time-dependent. Since the dynamical system (5.7) does not admit explicit analytical solutions, two kinds of approximations will be investigated in the sequel.
5.2.
Adiabatic and nonadiabatic approximations. In these different approximations we found that the classical singularity is always removed, being replaced by a quantum bounce. The adiabatic approximation (Born-Oppenheimer) allows to find approximated solutions that look like Friedmann models in which the dynamics of the scale factor is in this case fueled by the eigenenergy of a fixed eigenstate of the anisotropic Hamiltonian. Therefore this approximation prohibits by definition excitation or decay of the quantum anisotropic states. To study the excitation/decay effect we developed in a second step the nonadiabatic (vibronic) approximation. We found that in general during a quantum bounce strong nonadiabatic effects are involved. Notably the mixmaster bounce seems very asymmetric in time, the bounce being immediately followed by an extended phase of large excitation of anisotropy which in turn leads to an accelerated expansion [11] .
5.2.1.
Adiabatic (Born-Oppenheimer) approximation [11, 12] . A detailed analysis of (5. 7) shows that only the operatorÂpqq is responsible of non-adiabatic effects [13] , i.e. the dynamical coupling between the isotropic state and the anisotropic ones. Therefore a first approximation consists in neglectingÂpqq in the equations (5.7). In this case the system becomes separable and it results the following solutions. The Friedman equation reduces to
where n 0 is a fixed value of the quantum number n, while the state |φ panisq ptqy evolves as (5.12) |φ panisq ptqy " expˆi
Only one quantum level n 0 of the anisotropic Hamiltonian is involved in the dynamics and the eigenenergy E n 0 pqq follows adiabatically the change of qptq during evolution. This corresponds to the Born-Oppenheimer approximation in Molecular Quantum Physics. Thanks to the repulsive part 9 q´2 of the potentialW pqq and the limit lim qÑ0 q 2 E n 0 pqq " 0, the repulsive effect is always dominant near q " 0 and the classical singularity is cured. It is replaced by a quantum bounce (see Fig. 2 ). [13] . If we take into account the coupling due toÂpqq, possible excitations and decays of anisotropic states are allowed during evolution. The system cannot be solved analytically anymore and only numerical simulations are available. We assume that the state |φ panisq ptqy is a finite sum |φ panisq ptqy " ř n c n ptq|e panisq n pq 0 qy, the functions c n ptq being numerically calculated. This corresponds to the vibronic framework in Molecular Quantum Physics. This procedure is presented in [13] where the harmonic approximation to the potential V pβ`, β´q is used. This approximation allows to obtain analytical formula for the eigenenergies E n pqq, the eigenvectors |e panisq n pqqy and the operator Apqq. We show in [13] that even if the adiabatic approximation is broken (excitations and decays of anisotropy levels are allowed), the classical singularity is still replaced with a quantum bounce (see Fig. 3 ). The numerical simulations made for this model strongly suggest that the excitations of anisotropy due to nonadiabatic effects can be very large. Unfortunately, this specific numerical framework is not really suitable for the study of large excitations. Indeed, the latter involve a large number of components in the sum |φ panisq ptqy " ř n c n ptq|e panisq n pq 0 qy. Furthermore, the detailed knowledge of each component c n ptq becomes useless in the case of a large number of components. Therefore we need to develop another kind of approximation to study the domain of large excitations. This point deserves our full attention since it is highly related to the existence of an inflationary phase just after the bounce. 5.3. Nonadiabatic bounce and inflationary phase. In [14] we have proceeded with a first attempt to go beyond the adiabatic model in the case of large excitations. In other words, we let the energy levels of anisotropy vary with time as was indicated by our study of the vibronic regime This happens in response to the bounce, i.e. a sudden and significant change to the isotropic geometry described by q and p. In principle the produced energy of anisotropy would gravitate and then influence the evolution of q and p. However, we neglect this back-effect and solve the dynamics of q and p by keeping the energy level N i of anisotropy in E N i pqq fixed, where N i is the initial number of anisotropic quanta. This framework allows us to address in a completely analytical manner many interesting questions. Three of them are of crucial importance:
(i) What is the regime of validity of the adiabatic approximation?
(ii) What are the precise factors on which the excitation (or, decay) of anisotropy depends? (iii) What is the amount of anisotropic energy that can be produced in a violent bouncing cosmological scenario?
Our main finding is a sort of phase transition in the behavior of the anisotropic distortions. Once a critical value describing stiffness of the bounce is reached, the adiabatic (Born-Oppenheimer) approximation breaks down and a highly nonlinear excitation of anisotropic eigenstates takes place throughout the bounce. We considered a scenario in which the universe is isotropically and smoothly contracting in a FRW-like quantum state. The application of our result to this simple model of the universe shows that there occurs a large production of anisotropy at the bounce, which in turn leads to some sort of a sustained superexpansion phase similar to the one of the standard inflationary models (Fig. 4) . More
post-bounce inflation ends bounce triggers inflation
Time Volume Figure 4 . The universe filled with radiation starts in adiabatic contraction with anisotropy in an eigenstate. Then, because of the repulsive potential, the bounce occurs and the anisotropy gets amplified. The produced anisotropy sources an inflationary phase, : a ą 0, occurring just after the bounce. Later on, the anisotropy vanishes as a´6, and the radiation again dominates the dynamics.
investigations are needed to study this inflationary phase. A semi-classical framework for both isotropic and anisotropic degrees of freedom seems to be the right way to take into account large excitations. However if we want to take into account at the same time the creation of anisotropy and the back-action on isotropy we need:
(a) to describe properly the quantum entanglement of degrees of freedom (operator U pQ, q 0 q in (5.5)) before building the semi-classical Hamiltonian, (b) to avoid the harmonic approximation of the Bianchi IX potential which is broken for high excitations close to the bounce.
This work is in progress.
5.3.1.
A first attempt to obtain a complete semi-classical framework. In what follows we construct a complete semi-classical framework without any approximation to the anisotropy potential. For the half-plane pq, pq, we combine affine coherent state quantization based on a family of fiducial vectors labeled by µ with affine semi-classical portrait based on a family of affine coherent states built from a fiducial vector labeled by ν (the precise definitions of the fiducial vectors can be found in the appendices of [15] ). For the planes pβ˘, p˘q we combine Weyl-Heisenberg integral quantization with Weyl-Heisenberg semiclassical portrait as explained in Sec. 3. For the isotropic variables we find,
.
(5.13)
For the anisotropic variables pβ˘, p˘q we assume the gaussian weight function Π with width σ " τ :" 1 2 σ˘. The semi-classical portrait of the complete Hamiltonian constraint reads, q C " 9 4ˆp
2`K pµ, ν2˙´Q´2 pµ, νq
We note that the term 9 q´2 is positive (i.e., produces a repulsion) if and only if 9 4
Kpµ, νq ą where B˘:" B β˘. The vacuum Hamiltonian constraint (5.14) may be supplemented with the radiation term, R q 2{3 . The special case β˘" 0 " p˘leads to a semi-classical model of the closed Friedmann universe, a special subclass of the Bianchi Type IX universes, given by the isotropic Hamiltonian constraint,
In Fig. (5) we plot an example of the solution to the complete semiclassical framework introduced above. In future works, we will proceed with a detailed analysis of different kinds of semi-classical models and their dynamical properties. Figure 5 . A solution to the Hamilton eqs (5.16) with the initial data: β`p0q " 0.04, β´p0q " 0, p`p0q " 0, p´p0q " 0. The model is fixed by setting R " 10 4 , σ˘" 100 and µ " ν " 10.
Outlook
The results described in the present review suggest that the construction of a minimal and realistic cosmological scenario able to account for the relevant cosmological data without fine tuning nor ad hoc assumptions may be possible with use of the perturbed mixmaster model. We have focused herein on the study of the quantum and semi-classical dynamics of mixmaster. We have introduced important theoretical tools and described their application in deriving and solving the bouncing dynamics of the quantum model. The study of the evolution of local structures inside such a universe is the main task for the future research.
The findings presented in the present review encourage us to propose a new approach to the primordial universe based on quantum mixmaster in which the singularity is avoided in such a way that a new and robust physical mechanism for generation of the observed structure is created as a consequence. The scenario requires only a minimal number of assumptions. Although the model shares some underpinning with alternative theories, the use of the quantum mixmaster bounce brings qualitatively its own characteristics. The generating mechanism combines the features of the existing theories like contraction or accelerated expansion with new features like anisotropic oscillations or mode-mixing.
The proposed mechanism still remains to be examined in detail. Nevertheless, we have good reasons to hypothesise some interesting properties of the generating mechanism induced by the mixmaster bounce. Namely, the final state of perturbations might up to a certain cosmological scale turn out to be little sensitive to the initial conditions, it can carry detectable imprints of the anisotropic oscillations, depend on the curvature scale of the bounce, etc. At some finite range of scales the quantum mixmaster bounce may reproduce the predictions for the primordial density perturbations consistent with those made by inflationary models. On the other hand, it will almost certainly lead to many new and distinct predictions as well. For instance, as it was already pointed in the literature on bouncing cosmology, we should expect to obtain alternative predictions for the spectrum of primordial gravitational waves. Moreover, the proposed model might naturally account for the widely discussed features of the primordial power spectrum such as large scale power suppression, localized oscillations or some other non-local features. Due to fewer symmetries it may be able to explain why a fraction of the primordial density perturbation appears direction-dependent.
Contrary to the dominant approach, we assume the Universe to be spatially compact, i.e., S 3 . This property of our model can lead us to discover relations between such quantities as the volume and the curvature of the observable Universe, the primordial power spectra and the curvature scale of the bounce as they all could be naturally interconnected. In particular, we may be able to associate the approximate flatness of the observable Universe with the amplitude of the density perturbation and hence provide a new solution to the flatness problem. Many of such predictions could be observationally tested in future (see, e.g. [4, 5, 3]).
To sum up, the proposed model of the primordial universe appears very attractive. First, the proposed theory of the primordial universe may be able to explain better the available observational data on the structures as already suggested above, for instance, it may be able to address the problem of origin of the observed large-scale anisotropy in the Planck CMB data [57] or the apparent loss of power for the longest wavelength density perturbations and localised oscillations in the angular power spectrum [58] . Second, despite the fact that inflation is thought by some researchers to be in trouble after Planck, alternative models have not received broader recognition. Our approach amends the known shortcomings of alternative models with a qualitatively new model. It is derived from first principles, avoids fine tuning, does not postulate new fields, reduces the symmetry and combines the singularity resolution with a new generating mechanism. In addition, the use of the lesssymmetric mixmaster universe is well-justified by the BKL studies of a generic space-like singularity. demic Exchange and PHC POLONIUM 2019 (Project 42657QJ). H. B. and J.-P. G. are grateful to National Centre for Nuclear Research, Warsaw (Poland) for hospitality during the preparation of the present work. q`e q 1´q2`e q 2´q3`e q 3´q1`3 e´1 2 λ V p . (A.4)
Abbreviations used in this manuscript
The above Hamiltonian describes the periodic 3-particle Toda system [25] plus another 3-particle Toda potential 3e´1 2 λ V p . Figure 6 . Model for the periodic 3-particle Toda lattice. The particles on the lattice interact with the neighbour ones via exponential potential. The vector ψ of (3.15) sets a family of coherent states in the Hilbert space of the quantum model. To obtain simple expressions for the constants, we can choose the following function of rapid decrease on R`, (B.1) ψ ν pxq "´ν π¯1
ff with ν ą 0
The above function is actually the square root of a Gaussian distribution on the real line with variable y " ln x, centered at 3{4ν, and with variance 1{ν. With this function we obtain these constants as elementary functions of the free parameter ν
They are also given in Table 1 together with 5 other similar constants whose appearance through various expressions in the article results from our ACS approach.
